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SGA Officers
Pleased With
Voter Turnout
BY MARIE WEBBER
Elections for District Senators and Intramural Board
Representatives were held on
September 13 by the Student
Government Association. Debbie
Grimes, SGA vice-president,
said, "We were all very pleased
with voter tum-out. This type
of district voting is new to
Winthrop and it worked well."
Grimes expressed satisfaction
in Wofford, "We were especially
pleased with Wofford's almost
100 percent voter tum-out. I
would like to commend Wofford
on their enthusiasm . . . In the
four years that I have been here
I have never seen so much enthusiasm from candidates running for this office." Campaign
parties and knocking on doors
were just two of the Wofford
candidates' methods. Grimes
said, "We also had high turn-out
in most of the residence halls."
New senators for WOFFORD
are Paula Goodwin, Kim
Dickens, Kathy Covington, and

Many students and faculty
members have been concerned
with the fact that MacFeat Nursery and Withers Kindergarten
will be dosed as of summer
1979. According to Winthrop
President, Dr. Charles Vail, "The
basic reason behind this is that
we're looking for better alternatives for the general involvement of students in Early Childhood Education. The intent is to
provide these alternatives in true
settings in the surrounding communities."
Vail said, "The obligation as
I see It, is to be involved in the
community eJucation programs.
If we focus our attention on our
own invention in a kind of
sheltered
environment, we
neither provide a true kind of

Candice Littlefield. Intramural
board representative is Julie
Jackson.
RICHARDSON voters elected
Vemell" Choen, Lisa CIcray,
Tammy Grimes, and Gail Boler
as senators. Cynthia Wragg is
intramural board representative.
THOMPSON senators are
John Hayes, Jimmie Williamson,
Eugene Dennis, and William
Banner. Jerry Martin is intramural board representative.
BANCROFT senator is Susan
Chastain. MARGARET NANCE
senators are Scott Ruggles, Viola
Sherrill, and Janet Adams. Intramural board representative for
MN in Mike Roof.
PHELPS voters elected Kathy
Poston, Janice Rpasrs, Becky
Lauder, and Gail Floyd" as senators and Leesa Rolands is intramural board representative.
Senators for LEE WICKER
are Lisa Jones, Debbie Pruitt,
and Annette Washington. Shree
Yongue is intramural board
representative.

pre-service experience for students, nor play the kind of role
that we ought to be playing to
improve the quality of kindergarten and day care programs."
Vail said that he had e>:pc-*ations that the faculty and students would provide a better
kind of experience to the local
day care, centers and kindergartens. "We can play a particular role by assisting community day care units in developing a richer quality for
themselves," Vail said.
"I've devoted a lot of my
time with the superintendents
and principals of the schools
around here to streamline the
relationships between the college
and school districts." Ke said,
"The chances today are con-

Heavy voter turnout pleises SGA.
RODDEY'S senator is Jan
Johnson and intramural board
representative is Billy Biggers.
Dick Troy is senator for BREAZEALE apartments.
The DAY STUDENT senators
are Bo Chltwood, Lee Alwan,
Karen Carter, Gene Cox, Ellen

siderably greater than they ever
were before to achieve a kind of
working relation between the
college and school systems, and
to enhance dramatically the
quality of experience that our
students have in live teaching
situations."
The main concern though is
not tor community day care
programs or school system relationships, but for the Winthrop
student. One instructor from
MacFeat expressed this concern
when she said, "The first
priority of a lab school is to
supply a learning situation for
the students. Off-campus facilities give their first priority to
the children." She said that it
is most Important to train a
student in a situation such as

MacFeat Nursery to close In the summer of '79.

Trowell, Edith Trowell, Coleman Poag, Lisa Prince, Richard
Smith, and Hm Williams. Intramural biard representative for
day studen ts is Drew Patterson.
Of the new senators and intramural board representatives
Grimes said, "On behalf of SGA,

MacFeat, for the student gets
first-rate knowledge of the
basics—they learn what to look
for in a good day care program.
"Off-campus situations are
appropriate for upperclassmen
and graduates," she said, "but
the beginning students need to
be in a more controlled situation. Lab facilities are better
equipped to handle their problems and needs."
Vail's response to this was
that there are to be certain
handicaps in making a change
such as this one, but there are
benefits as well. Many things
can be accomplished by working In the community that cannot be accomplished in MacFeat
and vice versa. He said that it
would be ideal to cc .duct both
kinds of learning situation:, but
financing placed limitations on
available alternatives. "If we
were privileged with resources
that enabled us to do everything
we might need, then we may
find means for operating both
facilities," he said. "We're stiil
working on a 1975 level of
appropriations.
The higher
enrollment and inflation put
imits on what we can do."
Vail said that he could under,
stand why this change would
cause negative feeling. "Any
time of change has some insta-

I would like to say we are happy
to have the newly-elected
officers working with us because we are working towards
a very successful year. We
.vould also like to have those
candidates who were not elected
serve on a committee of SGA."

bility built into it," he said. "In
reality you're looking at it in
context of what exists today in
the MacFeat Nursery. The tendency is to think it is the very
ideal setting when in reality it
is a very atypical kind of
setting." President Vail is trying to expose the student to
real world situations in order
to prepare them for what the;
will actually work in. "You
realize away from Winthrop
College there is no day care
operated like MacFeat," he said.
' 1 wouldn't want anyone to
feel these actions ate intended
to criticize because I have
nothing but the highest respect
for the kindergarten and the
nursery school. They simply fall
short of this larger perspective that I feel the college should
have, and the larger option that
it opens up for the Winthrop
students and what they will be
called upon to do when they
leave here," Vail said. It's a
matter of moving on to something with even greater potential. No one concept answers to
everybody's needs. We're just
looking for the best effective
set of drcumstances for our
students."
Next Week: Hie students'
view on MacFeat Nursery.
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A Letter
From The Editor
As enrollment increases by the hundreds, Wlnthrop
continues to rapidly change each year. Many programs
and services being reevaluated are improved to be of
greater use to the students. THE JOHNSONIAN has also
been reevaluated and Is being improved.
According to the Board of Publications, TJ is - publication belonging no', only to the editors and staff, but to the
general student body and to the College as a whole. In addition to voicing student opinion, our functions are to inform, educate, and entertain the faculty, staff, and student!. A college newspaper is of value to everyone involved.
Valuable to editors and staff for practical learning in
journalism, valuable to the college population for its information, and valuable to students for providing a place
where they can freely express their concerns.
"Letters to the Editor" are greatly encouraged. It is important for us at TJ staff to know where you stand. Any
suggestions for the college, or for us are welcomed.
Other comments or complaints are also welcomed.
We need to know what you think. Being informed of how
you feel gives us greater insight to better formulate our own
opinions. I look forward to writing on concerns and
attitudes with hopes of resolving problems and situations
that will arise throughout the year.
THE JOHNSONIAN is a full-fledged business. We have
to hustle to keep one step ahead of the news. We strive for
efficiency because it is important not only to us, but to you
that your information reach THE JOHNSONIAN on time.
We would like to stress the importance of co-operating
with us on meeting our deadlines. Time and distance make
it necessary to lay-out the newspaper one week before it
is distributed. Story information and announcements must
be submitted one, to one and one-half weeks before distribution. This will give us time to collect notes and write
the story. Absolute deadline is 3:00 p.m. Tuesday, the day
of lay-out. Material submitted after this time has no guaranee of appearing in tbe next issue. Deadlines for first semester are:
Deadline
Distribution
Sept 25
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 2
Oct. 11
Oct. 3
Oct. 23
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 30
Oct. 31
Nov. 6
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 14
Nov. 20
Nov. 28
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 11
By meeting these deadlines you will help us in improving
your JOHNSONIAN.
To serve you better we hare also set tentative office
hours. These are times when you can be assured someone
will be in the Good Building to answer phone calls or questions. Office hours are:
Mon.-10:00-l":00 a.m.
Tues.-ll:00-12:00 a.m.
1:00-12:00 p.m.
Wed.--l:00-2:00 p.m.
Thurs.-11:00-12:00 a-m.
These arc small steps toward improvement, but important ones. By working with you, we work better for you.
We have hopes for a great year with your help and cooperation. Thanks.
Sula Smith

Park It
The parking situation Is
among one of Winthrop's major
problems, and Security seems to
think that the way to solw this
problem Is to hand out an abundance of parking tickets. This is
a cop out (no pun intended),

Student Stress
BYEENNYCAIN

If you find yourself: a)sltting
In your chair and bouncing a
basketball aO night long, or
b) getting loaded at happy hour
on nights when you have an
unusually large amount of homework, or c) calling your girlfriend and/or boyfriend on the
eve of a major exam, or d)smoking a joint before going to class
to relax and then deciding
you're too stoned to, or 3.) becoming suddenly immobilized
and unable to think before you
have to jive an oral report, you
are either angry, anxious,
worried, climbing the walls, or
full-blown psychotic, all of
which are psychological results
of stress. The basic factor in
mental illness is stress. All of
us are somewhere on a stresstolerance continum. Those of us
that wind up in mental hospitals have a relatively low tolerance for the stress of everyday
life, or have been subjected to
extraordinary stress, or both.
Most of our stress is
psychologically generated and
producer physiological effects
such as rapid heartbeat and
secretion of digestive enzymes,
and adrenalin, and sweat. Stress
thrives in our culture; high
levels of it owr time produce
our prevalent malades: coronary
disease, high blood pressure,
peptic ulcers, and lowered resistence to disease. The point is
that if your Efe Is excessively

stressful you may die early.
Dr. Hans Selye defines i
as "the nonspecific response of
the body to any demand made
upon It." The demands of fide
usually are sufficiently released
In the healthy response of constructive and <Srector behavior.
However, when events which
appear threatening or frustrating
pile up in the psyche, relief Is
craved. The dynamics of imhealthy
stress reactions are
found In the quip: 'T only
drink to steady myself. Sometimes I'm so steady I don't
mow for days." Removal of
stress Is a powerful positive
re-enforcer. What you do to remove It will perpetrate in your
behavior, even If you objectively see this response to stress as
undesirable. Which is one reason why people try to quit
smoking cigarettes instead of
just quitting. It relaxes them.
Our psychologically pnerated stress is not produced by
the worid around us but by our
description of It. An actually
threatening event and one that
is merely preceived as threatening are indistinguishable until
after the fact. Feelinp follow
thoughts.
If
threatening
thoughts are supplanted with
something else, stress will dissipate. To try not to be rervous
doesn't work, because then nervousness becomes a threat to
your propei functioning which
is superimposed on that which
was causing nervousness, and the

m a l t is ID escalation of stress.

Some techniques for handling
stress are: a)Rtm around the
biock a few times. Youll be too
tired to be nervous. If it* raining. do pushups, b) Touch your
toes and bold it for 30 seconds,
then k a back for 30 seconds.
Stretching works almost as well
as exercise, c) S t comfortably
and dace your eyes. Focus your
S M I M I on the Geld of sound
surroantSng you, throwing out
al thoughts as they come up
except the awareness of sounds
var ears pick up. A
of this is to light a
in a darkened room and
focos al of your awareness on
the Same for a few minutes. As
jam thoughts quiet, so will
yocr stress.d) Pray. Whether or
not Cod actually intervenes for
yon. you can pin the necessary confidence it takes to let
your mind coolly by beSevtaf that He will.
Some long range methods for
coping with stress are: a) Lower
your expectations of yourself
and others. This cuts down on
bnstrations. (b) Adopt a more
cooperative and less competitive
frame of mind, c) Cut your
attachments to as many thingi
M pcuble. TO us, when they
break or foul up you are less
Ostnbed. Practice "nonattached attachment." d) Kill yourself. TOs is the ultimate, for
you win never experience stress
apia,(as b r a s I know).

We've Had It
BY RON HOUGH
Well, friends. As if we fidn't
have enough to worry about, Joe
Calitano dropped another biggie
in our laps. Now we know that
cancer-causing chemicals
at
American work sites cause up to
20 percent of all cancer deaths.
My God! It's really getting to
the point where we can do nothig but cower in fear of getting
i icer.
Oh no! Tile cigarette I had
with my coffee . . . the sweetener in the coffee . . . the steak
this weekend . . . my summer
job . . . the air I breathe . . .
Aaaaagh! I'M DOOMED!
But how can we avoid cancer? Simple.
•<"his is ridiculous! If all these
everyday thinp cause cancer,
how has the human race lasted
as long as it has? Because, despite all the evidence gathered
by the National Cancer Institute, I feel that the desperate
search for causes Is nothing
more than clutching at straws.
Scientists seem to have a habit
of fincfing what they are looking for and when tbe pressure
is on, it is entirely possible that
a scientist could find some

thing he's not sure of and label
It cancer.
I don't know. I just begin to
get the feeing that we all have
cancer, that It's just a matter of
whether something else jets us
Bist
But, enough morbicfity. I
don't know how many of you
attended summer school this
year but some strange events
occurred. One of which I will
speak is the high school camp
held at Wintlirop. A good event,
an idea I endorse. However, the
brats that were here should not
be allowed to return. Why?
Din kins was virtually vandalize d--plnball machines were broken, pool balls were removed,
pool cues were broken, foolbails were stolen, etc. Fortunately, all the objects were
repaired or replaced so we
aren't deprived of our pastimes.
Yet, the summer school students
were deprived.
I feel that Din kins exists
for the enjoyment of students,
not
for
the
delinquent
tendencies of high school kids.
So I ask that the summer camps
remain but that Din kins be off
limits.
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Letters To The Editor
not i solution.
Students are now driving
over the handball courts,
ditches, and curves in order to
find refuge for their cars on the
grass. If the Security intends to
ruin the lawns in this manner in
order to provide parking, they
should at least gravel or pave

the area. Not only is the lawn
being ravaged by constant driving, but a good rainfall causes
cars to slide and get stuck,
making students rip up great
trenches In their frantic efforts
to mow their cars.
Security rants and raves that
there is plenty of parking be-

hind DlnUns Student Center,
and admittedly that is SUFFICIENT parking, but it is a far
cry from being ADEQUATE.
Students who have dasses at
Johnson or Peabody Gym would
rather park outside the campus
fence, creating traffic hazards,
instead of walking three miles

in the rain. This is not just,
because a student pays for Security protection, among other
things when he pays his $4.00
for his sticker.
Students who park in areas
other than the one designated
(Continued on page 3)
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Following A Dream
BY BETH TUCKER AND
JULIE COLE

Trout Lake in northern Wisconsin for 25 years, and he said
that he has had a personal god
In order to fulfill a life- to head north. When he heard
time dream, Richard Cummlnp,
Dean of Students, will be
leaving the Wlnthrop staff as of
March 1, 1979 and moving to
northern Wisconsin.
Cummings, who became Dean
of Students this past July when
former Dean Iva Gibson retired,
said that his leaving was not Job of some land up for sale he
related, and that he did not "jumped at the chance to fulfill
have txy problems between him a dream."
and the staff or students. IBs
About leaving Wlnthrop,
family has been vacationing at Cumminp said that it would

not be an easy or pleasant experk- ». "It would be hard to
flni i better Job with bettor
pec pie than here. Nobody Hkes

"Wintbrop has been a great place

He aid that hU fist dedsion b always going to be his
family, that he tried to be more
family oriented. "It will be a
new Hfe-a pretty good change
to leave something they enjoy of direction, but when you have
doing," he said. "It is tough to a peat family to do it with, it
know you are leaving security, is worth the experience," Cuma good Job, talented and nice mings said. He also likes the idea
colleagues, and very good of Ms sons, Brian, 11 and
Tlmmy, 3, growing up at Trout
Lake and hopes it will help
them leam to be self-sufficient
and responsible.

to uwrk....the students are dynamic,"

Communication Dept.
Appoints Adjunct Faculty
Two adjunct faculty memThe appoints are from Aug.
bers have been appointed in 26. 1978, to May 4, 1979,
the Communications Depart- according to Louis J. Rosso,
ment at Wlnthrop College.
chairman of the Wlnthrop Communications Department. Vamer
Evin C. Vamer, creative direc- and Longihaw will lecture and
tor of Shotwell, Craven and Var- serve as resource persons for
ner. Inc., a Charlotte advertising communication classes.
agency, has been named adjunct
The position of adjunct faculassodate professor. Thomas J. ty recognizes professional people
Lon^haw, employed by Dark in the Catawba region who conIII Advertising and Public Rela- tribute their time to college
tions in Rock Mil, has been educational efforts without comnamed adjunct Instructor.
pensation.

Mollie Betbea
New Financial Aid Officer
In the Finandal Aid Office,
Winthrop ha.' a new student aid
officer, Mollie A. Bethea.
"The Financial Aid Office is
the office to apply for any and
all assistance to attend college,
whether it's campus employment, federal grants, loans, or
scholarships," said Bethea.
Ms. Bethea received her B.S.
in Business Education from
North Carolina A&T University
at Greensboro in 1970. In 1978
she received her M.Ed. from
Francis Marion College of Florence, S.C. Before coming to
Winthrop, Ms. Bethea was the
assistant finandal aid director at
Francis Marion College from
July of 1973 to May of 1978.

She is formerty from Mullins,
S.C. and now resides in Rock
Hill.
"Winthrop is a fine, outstanding college. The students, faculty
and administration have been
more than helpful. I am liking
Winthrop and Rock Hill even
more each day," said Ms.
Bethea.
In order for students to get
the proper funds on time, they
must apply early. "I cant stress
anything more than to tell students who plan to seek finandal
assistance to apply early," said
Mi. Bethea.
The Finandal Aid Office is
open Monday through Friday
from 8:30-6:00.

friends. I tttnk.it win be a fairly
wrenching experience; kind of •
frightening experience." He
added that it would be an adventure he could share with
his tamDy.

"Wlnthrop has been a great
place to work . . . the students
are dynamic," Cummin* aid.
He added that Wlnthrop had
one of the beet student-faculty
relationships of any coOep he
had worked with. He expresaed
a gratitude to Dr. Vail and Dr.
littleJohn tor having faith in
him, and aid that his teaching
has been exdting and rewarding.
He said that he plans to seek
some kind of teaching or school
administrative poet and have
plenty of time for flying and
relaxing. "There is nothing like
waking up and seeing a bear in
your yard or a deer looking in
your window," he added. "Call
it afifeadventure."

Vamer, considered ar. International marketing expert, is
also an author and broadcast
producer.
He is a member of the Emmy
selection committee of the National Academy of Television
Arts and Sdences in New York,
serves on the National Advertising Review Boani *nd is a
member of the National Committee of Improving Advertising, American AssodationAdvertising Agendes.
Former creative director for
the world's largest advertising
agency (Dentsu Advertising,
Osaka, Japan), Vamer is redpient of many major advertising awards, induding the N.Y.
Gold Medal, the American Advertising Federation Award and
the Mead Award. His fiction
credits include NEW YORKER,
ASIA, ESQUIRE and NBC.
Lonphaw, a native of Worcester, Mass., is a graduate of
Winthrop with a major in communications and a minor in
writing.
At Dark III Advertising,- he
writes advertising copy, does
creative work and supervises
accounts for the agency's dients,
especially the banking industry.
He was formerty employed as a
copywriter by Rast, Rast and
Greene Advertising In Rock Hill.

Dean Cummings, i familiar face on campus, will be leaving
in March. (Photo by David Bellamy)

Letters To Editor (continued)
(Continued fom page 2)
on his sticker should be fined
for the violation because he did
not pay for the privilege of parking in that area. However, anyone who Is pressed into parking
in the outlying streets and other
areas not property meant for
parking should appeal to the
Traffic Committee, forcing them
to take some kind of action,
other than 0ving out dtations.
Winthrop's enrollment increases greatly every year, and
the parking Is only one of Winthrop's problems of overcrowding. In other large schools, there
Is a restriction of freshmen
driving cars to school. The freshmen are not allowed to drive a
car to school. That Is a drastic
rule, but it works, and it does
not keep freshmen from attending. n » Security here should
either make a rule similar to

that, or else restrict the number of stickers issued if it is not
going to make any attempts to
increase parking area. In any
event, the parking situation is a
problem which needs action now
before the problem gets worse.

Then, in a ridiculous effort to
try to find a parking place, the
day student may end up parking
dear across campus, ami after a
mad dash to dass, is late
anyway.

Beth Tucker

Parking was bad enoutfi before, now it is chaotic. If we did
not pay for it, we could not
complain, but we do, and we
It seems to us that Day Stu- Should be allowed a reasonable
dents have become second dtas amount of parking on the main
citizens. We come back to school campus.
only to find that parking on the
"circle" has been given to the Tommte L. Ramsey
faculty and staff. That "drcto" Becky Whiteside
was vital to Day Students. It James Ramsey
might be different If the FLS Gin far Bryan
needed it, but they don't Their Bob An tone 111
puking before waa rarely Qfied. Denny Lynn
The situation la this: unless a Susan Pinochet
day student arrives on campus F. Yarborough
by 7:30 am., parking oo the Ray Warner
main campus la impossible. Connie M. Smcra
Dear Editor,

215 CHATHAM AVEHUE ROCK HILL, S.C.
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Distinguished Professor Award Re-evaluated
BY KATHY KKKPATRICK
Each year Wlnthrop honor*
an ontrtanrtng scholar and
teacher oo IB faculty with the
Distinguished rYofcasor Award.
Established in 1961, th. prcatigioui award Indudwreleasetime
bom teaching, a (500 Alumni
Fund award and recognition aa
the yesr'i moat distinguished faculty member.
This year procedure for
selecting the distinguished professor has been changed, according to Dr. Charles B. Vail, president of Wlnthrop College. Finallata for the professorship are no
longer required to present activities to be pursued during release time.
"In the past if the committee
came upon two professors who
were the same In qualification,
then the definition gven by the
candidate as to what would be
done with the release time
would be the deciding factor,"
VaH said. "But apparently the
feeling began to grow that the
award was to honor research
and scholarship and that caused
some lack of interest.
Vail said that some professors also feel that to become
active candidates detracts from
the pleasure and recognition of
the award.
"Abandonment of the concept of a plan of action for release time is a return to what
has always been the central
issue of the award-to identify
each year someone who has,
by all they've done as a pro-

fessor, distinguished
themselves."
On® common misconception
about th» distinguished professor award that bothers Vail la
the belief that the award must
be distributed equally among
departments.
"Thk la an all Wlnthrop
award," be said. 'If there are

be bdnp a fully fresh, energetic
and vigorous approach to the
task of teaching," Vail concluded. "Then la an assumption
aa my put that those who are
the best of our faculty are energetic students themselves, sod
that's what we're trying to pro"When someone la an active mote with the distinguished proAnyone may nominate a canstudent
of
his
own
discipline.
fessor award."
delate for the distinguished oro-

two, threo, four, or Ave people
in succeasioo from one of the
academic schools or colleges,
then that's the wsy It Is. We're
Identifying with the award that
PERSON who really is outstanding."

fesaof award by contacting the
office of the dean of the school
of the profaacr nominated.
Likely candidates are those who
use scholarship to enhance their
teaching effectiveness.

Criteria For Selecting Distinguished Professor
The task of selecting one superior scholar from among a
pool of very fine faculty is most difficult. The following
two criteria will be applied with each criteria being given
equal weight.
1. Teaching effectiveness
2. Scholarly attainment and professional recognition
While it is admittedly difficult to establish objectively
that a particular Individual Is asuperiorteacher.it is incumbent upon the department or school supporting a nomination to establish this fact as dearly as it can. Each department or school has the responsibility to develop a process
by which the effectiveness of an individual's teaching can
be determined and reported. This process may include
several afferent yardsticks, such as peer evaluation from
faculty colleagues, Information received from student
evaluation of course and instruction, and evaluation from
recent graduates. A good teacher should organize, record,
and document his teaching efforts in ways that will help
his professional colleagues and the world at large by sharing
his procedures, insights, and unique contributions to the
art of leaching.
The second criterion, scholarly attainment and professional recognition, is easier to quantify and evaluate than is
superior teaching. It is required that a candidate for the Distinguished Professor award support a record of good
teaching with scholarly and professional recognition. Research activity, for example, is easy to document since this
can be done in the form of publications, grants applied for,
andreceived,and the like. A careful evaluation and weight-

ing of published effort should be made to glva more wel^it
to those items that require rigorous review for acceptance
and publication. Public service work can be quantified by
looking at tbe number of professional public service appearances in the discipline, and evaluating the level of the audience Involved. Professional recognition can be documented
in a number of ways: papen presented at professional
meeting, offices held in Important state, local, and national
professional organizations, honors, and other awards...

Ibnight,

let
it be

Lowenbrau.
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Short Courses Offered
BY ELLEN DODD
..Short Courses Committee of
Dinldns Program Board will
sponsor a Basic Photography
Short Course beginning Wednesday, Sept. 20 and continuing
on the next two Wednesdays.
According to Lorraine Campbell,
the aim of this dass will be to
instruct the amateur photographer on how to take a better
picture. Due to the fact that a
majority of students on campus
use an instamatlc camera, the
class will be directed in that
direction. Admission to the
course is only with a W.C.
ID. The course will be from
7-8 o'clock in 221 Dinkins.
The instructor will be Mr.

Andy Hawkins from the "Photograpny Is" studio in Rock Hill.
Other short courses being
offered are 'Counting Crossstitch" which will be from
8:00-9:00 pjn. on Wednesday,
Oct. 11 and 18. There is a limit
of 15 and cost will be $3.60.
A macrame dass has been
planned for Oct. 24, and the
two Wednesdays following It.
Cost will be $3.50 with W.C.
ID. Class limit is 15 and will
be located in Dinkins 221.
The course will cover the many
uses of knot tying.
An International Wine and
Cheeses short course will be
offered on Nov. 1 and 8 between 7-8:00 p.m. There is a

Campus Spotlight
I M

limit of 50 and cost will be.
$2.00 with W.C. ID. The two
wfjk course will cover wines
am' cheese from Japan and
Greece.
Powder Puff Mechanics' short
course will be Wednesdays on
Nov. 29, Dec. 6 and 13 from
8:30-9:30 p.m. There is a limit
of 15 with W.C. ID. This course
will deal with basic o r care such
as changing a tire or checking
the oil.
On Monday, Nor. 13 there
will be a 'Use of Cosmetics'
course from 7-9 p.m. in Dinkins
221. Admission is W.C. ID with
a limit of 15. The instructor will
be Myrtle Godfrey.
All sign-up sheets are located
at the Dinkins In formation Desk.

Winthrop Dance Theatre
BY ARNETHA PERKINS
The Winthrop Dance Theatre,
an extra-curricular activity, is
offered to students at Winthrop
who are interested in the art of
modem dance. Auditions are
being held Tuesday, Sept. 19
to determine whether a student
becomes a member of the
theatre.
Dance theatre membership is
divided into two categories, performer and apprentice. The performer category consists of the
members who participate in the
performances as well as attend
the required technique classes.

Apprentices are members of the
dance theatre who do not have
opportunities to perform, but
must attend dasses.
"Once a student becomes a
member of the dance theatre,"
said Dr. Lunt, director of the
Winthrop Dance Theatre, "he
remains a member throughout
his college career, provided that
he keeps an interest in the dance
theatre. However, there are some
students who have lo6t interest,
therefore becoming inactive
members."
Students of the dance theatre
do their own choreography for
dances, ranging from two to

sewn minutes in length. All
dances are designed for a minimum of three performers.
Dance theatre is open to men
and women. "We welcome people with lots of experience and
people who are just beginners,"
said Dr. Lunt.
The dance theatre has three
performances during the school
year. They are the fall studio
workshop, the Christmas concert, and the spring concert.
If there are any questions
about memuershlp In the Winthrop Dance Theatre, contact
Dr. Joanne Lunt or Ryn Felder.

Becoming a Sigma Ep colony member gives yon

Name: Frederick Heath.
Position: Professor of History and Chairman of the Department of History and Geography.
Favorite book: C.P. Snow's THE MASTERS.
Hobbies: Stamp collecting, jigsaw puzzles.
What do you hate to do the most? Cook.
Favorite music: Prokofiev and Broadway musicals of the
40's and 50V
What country or time do you find the most tasanating?
Well, this changes from time to time. Right now, America
from 1820 to 1850.
What is your favorite means of transcending mundane
reality? Cynical jokes.
What do you plan to do when you get out of school; Retire.
Memorable quoke: "He WHO feels punctured must once
have been a bubble." -Lao Tse.

a special chance to develop a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter of

Baptist Student Union Helps
your own design-

to build a tradition

and a strong

student organization

which will endure
Combining your
with those sf your
members, with

Leadership
Pride
Integrity
Character
Brains
It all adds Up.

personal ideals

The only way to know if
it's for you is to check
it o u t . . . closely.

the principles of

Sigma Phi Epsilon,
a new and
on our campus.
unparalleled experience.

Sigma
Phi
,
Epsilon

for years to come,

fellow colony

yon will help mold
different fraternity
For you, it is an

Contact Ed Moon at 323-3670 or

George McJenkin at 323-3662 if further information is desired.

Students Find Their Place
BY SUSAN CODY

Drama Group-Rev. Porterfield will direct a drama to be
presented at BSU in December.
Visit With Elderiy-BSU has
two groups going weekly to
local
convalescent/nursing
homes to spend about one hour
with some of the residents.
Children's Attention Home
TTiis home is located one block
from campus and is a temporary shelter home for abused,
abondoned, neglected children,
ages infancy through 17 years
old. Student help is needed
from time to time to tutor,
babysit, to relieve houseparents
and mainly to spend time with
individual children.

Rev. Emery Smith, State
Director of the Baptist Campus
Ministry, will speak Thursday,
Sept. 21 at 6:00 p.m. at the
Baptist Student Union, 620 Oakland Ave. According to Dena
Lucy, assistant director of BSU,
Rev. Smith is interested in
having contact with as many students as possibl.
Hie BSU sponsors a Soup
and Sandwich Pravir Lunchec
every Monday at 12:00 noon at
the Baptist Student Center. The
hour of fellowship and food Is
available to students for fifty
cents, Lucy said.
Rev. Bob Porterfield, direcBackyard Bible Club-Will
tor of BSU, said that BSU
wants to help students to find a meet one Saturday morning
place to use their interest and each month -t a local aparttalents to help others. Accord- ment complex. Any students
ing to Rev. Porterfield, several wishing to help are asked to call
possibilities are available to stu- Lauren Harris, « t . 3127.
dents, Induding the following:
How to Lead a Bible StudyHelp prepare meals-One of Thls group will be meeting weekprojects for Summer Missions is ly to look at some of the basics
to prepare and serve meals to In having and leading a good
Bible study.
church or dvic groups.
Rev. Porterfield asks that any
BSU Choir-This group practices weekly and will perform students interested in the above
for local churches, entertain at opportunities, please come to
BSU or call 327-1149.
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Daydream— Review
BY SIDNEY A. BREEZE

P.J. and Gwen, of Daydream. entertain the crowd at ATS.
(Photo by A.P. Smith)

There are many people on
this campus who do not realize
what fine things abound here.
Tillman Tower, the fountain in
front of it, a good repuUtionand Daydream.
Daydream consists of two
very talented people, P.J. and
Gwen, who are good guitarists,
good performers, and dam good
singers. I was fortunate enough
to see their Friday night show,
and, after reviewing them, I
Went back to sec them again.
No kidding—they're that good.
/ The show started off with
"I Believe in Music," then went
to a song entitled "Daydream"-a very nice piece with some very
nice lyrics to go with it-which
is the group's theme.
From then on, the show included some familiar sonp by
familiar artists, but that wasn't
all. Several of the songs performed were written by P.J., all
which showed the very appar-

ent talent and skill that reminded all of Daydream's originality.
"Blue Lullaby" was especially
beautiful.
"
There were, of course, some
faults. The microphones were
necessarily and unfortunately in
the way of the singers, the group
does not yet have a backdrop to
hide the necessary and unfortunate fire exit door, the group
and the sound man seemed to
have a slight gap in communication and the performers were a
little stiff (hey, but what else
can one do while one is singing
a love song and playing a guitar
other than sit there and sing and
play the guitar?). But the lighting was very good and imaginative, and Daydream was a true
pleasure.
It is unfortunate that many
of the ATS crowd concentrated
on excessively loud talking and
wandering around. Not only did
they serve to distract the people
who were listening to Daydream,

but they themselves missed a
very enjoyable show. Tlie
distractions and noise bothered
me, but it didn't seem to bother
P.J. and Gwen too much. They
kept on rolling smoothly and
easily and' continued to encourage more listeners.
I had heard many good thing!
about Daydream after they had
played at the Canterbury House
a while ago, and I know for a
fact that they have gained more
fans from their stay at ATS.
And I'm one of them. I wish''
them much luck, and with a
few more improvements and a
few more original songs, I'm sure
they'll have it.
Open >our eyes, Wlnthropwe've got something here that's
bound to go a very long wayand I'm extremely proud and
happy that I can one day say,
"Gee, and I knew them when
they were just a group playing
at Across The Street"
••••FOUR STARS! You
served it, girls.

Job Interviews Can Be Tricky
BY SUSAN CODY
Seniors and graduate students have the opportunity to
interview with many employers
on campus through the Placement and Career Planning
Office, 142 Bancroft, according
to Jerry Smith, directc.-.
Many businesses, school districts, ar.d government agencies
send recruiters to campus to talk
with students interested in their
future, Smith said. "All students
must fill out our Placement
Papers before they can interview
on campus."
"THE JOHNSONIAN publishes a list of employers coming
to campus each week," Smith
said, "but interested students
should also check the bulletin
boards outside of the Placement
Offices for updates."
Smith said that students
should firstresearchthe employera they plan to interview. This
can be done In tl.e Career Planning Library. Smith also offer-

YOUR GUIDE TO INTERed some other tips on interThe interview is not only for retirement benefits and vacaVIEWING and the COLLEGE
viewing.
employers to find out about tions in the first interview.
According to Smith, the stu- PLACEMENTS ANNUAL 1979
"How you portray yourself students, but for the student
is as important as w t ' ;-;u to find out about employers, dent should find out what the are available free in the Placehave to present," Smith said. said Smith. Smith encourages next step in the hiring proccss ment ano Career Planning
"Dress appropriately, coat and students to ask questions about is and whether the employer Office.
tie for men and dreii or suit for training programs and respon- will call or write, or if he expects
sibilities. Don't ask about salary, the student to.
Smith said that the employers
are looking for self confidence
and that nothing conveys a lack
of this more than a limp handshake, shaky voice, restless
hands or wandering eyes.
"Relax, but don't slouch,"
Smith stresses. "Be enthusiastic.
Job ofTers are often lost because
of seeming indifference. You
haw to sell yourself."
Students should listen carefully and followrecruiter'sleads.
Smith said. "Some questions recruiters like to ask are.Why do
you want to work for is? Tell
me about yourself. What can I
do for you?, and What your
strengths?"

Fungus Threatens
To Destroy Books
BY LASHEILA MACK
The Ida Jane Dacus Library
Is facing a serious problem with
books being deteriorated by
mold and mildew, said Shirley
M Tarlton, Associate Professor
and College Librarian.
This problem was first discovered during the second session of summer school when
librarians found fungus growing
on the surfaces of several books.
The reason for this deteriora, — and
— humid
thc hot
•her. Also, the library's air
lonlng unita were unable
tc
Ide sufficient cooling to
1
ma
room temperature at
TOo ' *.
20,000 volumes loled 1*1 the first floor have

ton said, "Everything is being
done to wipe out this devastating growth of mold and mildew, but It is a tedious task."
Solutions to this problem involve removal of all infected
books from shelves, washing
shelves t i prevent further
growth, placing these books !n
an air tight room, usage of
dorex and moth flakes, and
plenty of light.
Librarians have been instructed by engineers who are working to keep the humidity low,
to keep lights on at all times,
librarian Tarlton said, "I*a»r
ing lights on all night is expensive, but if It helps the problem
why not." She would rather see
a higher light bill than the loss of
many valuable and irreplaceable

•/

House Plants, Baskets
?

Wicker Furniture

10% Discount \Villi \ alid Mollcj^c I.D.

PLANTS & WICKER
1027-3 Oakland Ave. 327-1352
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A Priest In The Modern World
BY MARIE WEBBER
If you expect a long flowing '"priestly" robe to complete the picture of Father
David Valtierra, the Catholic
campus minister for the Newman House, then you are in for
a surprise. His education might
seem ultra-traditional, but Valtierra typifies the contemporary
views which he so freely shares.
As a matter of fact, few students have ever seen Valtierra in
clerical robes.
Valtierrs k i«e oldest of
seven chlitufca bem to Catholic
parents. His upbringing in Stockton, Calif, was traditionally
Catholic. His education began
in a Catholic grammar school
taught by nuns. Following
eighth grade, he attended minor
Seminary in the San Francisco
Bay area. This consisted of four
years of high school and two
years of College where he received a B.A. in Catholic philosophy. He then attended a
Theology School which is required of those who want to
become ordained priests.
When asked if such traditional education ever bothered
him, Valtierra responded, "No,
I was never bored. The fact
that the Church was going
through a great deal of change
and we got to help with the
transition was exdting to me."
He statea ;*«t meet of his
education took place during the

His reason for coming to common ground! of faith." Val- Catholic. "I think that Is why
Rock Hill's oratory is a little tierra points out that for South Westminster, Newman and Wesmore involved. "I started out Carolina, ecumenical work has ley are so Important in my Ufe.
expecting to be a priest In ray real implications, since only 2 It Is the i^sinning of that type
own diocese." (A diocese is a percent of the population is of work."
district of churches under the
jurisdiction of a bishop.) In explaining the move to Rock Hill,
Valtierra expresses the feeling
that priests and church leaders
should act as models for people.
They should be a part of the
community life.
These feelings led Valtierra
to search for a form o.' ministry
which would allow such community life. Valtierra says of the
Oratory, "It is a small enough
group that we can be concerned
about people and social justice
issues. There is a community
Hfe and there are people committed to this area."
Valtierra stresses two main
points about the present state
of the church. The first is pluralism. Valtierra says that Vatican
II stated that priests should not
stay home. They should be
among the people "preaching in
a language they can understand."
Dr. Gary Kannenburg and Dr. William Chllders discuss
Also,
Valtierra sees a
programs at the Counseling Center. (Photo by David
challenge to fit contemporary
society. 'The big thinj is the
Bellamy)
idea of trying tojeach out to
BY CINDY DEAN
people where they are and not
where we think they are. The
Whoever
coined
the
phrase, "Only crazies see shrinks,"
major question is: Where are
sure came from the dense part of the jungle. In that certain
Father David Valtierra, an un- people today?"
uart
of
the
jungle
there
are head-shrinking witch doctors
Concerning the ministry. Valtraditional priest in a traditional
who practice Slew Martin's head theory of "getting small role. (Photo by David Bellamy)
tierra says the Churches should
literally.
,
work cooperatively and explore
However, Winthrop is not located in a dangerous voodoo
practicing, head-shrinking community, and the only immediate danger we face is having a Big Mac attack.at 1.30 in
the moming. We have a tendency to overlook the dangers
of living with a roommate who seems to have an ice cuoe
for a tongue, or two exams on the same day that nre a
double round on our tiny but intelligent brains.
If these events are daily occurrences and you can handle
it, more power to you. You are contributing to the tranquility of the human race. However, if ail this happens,
and the straw that breaks the camel's back is waking up
one moming and discovering that you haw five minutes to
get to class and a ten-pound book in your hand with two
pound; of unread assignments, and a Ilead full of greasy
hair and you want to scream, "AAAARRGG. Stop.
Slow down. What DO you DO when you.get the blues. _
"If you're not as happy as you want to be and you ve
observed that other people are happier, come see us,
answers Dr. Gary Kannenburg of the Counseling Cei.~r.
Kannenburg grew up in Wisconsin, graduated lrom
U.S.C., and has lived in Rock Hill for a year. In the process
he got married, and shares his life with a wife and a dog.
He is well-equipped to handle the problems of those who
have not y-t obtained a degree, a w-ife, or a dog.
'The center was started out of a student initiated pro
gram. Winthrop students just didn't have anywhere to go
for personal counseling," says Dr. William Chllders, director of the Counseling Center. Childers graduated from the
University of Georgia and has been director of the Counseling Center for two years.
"Students rarely come in for one type of problem, but
the more common phenomena is a person unsure or himself." Kannenburg said.
If you're worried about records-don t. The Commodores, or the Bee Gees, couldn't record the time because
everything is kept confidential, and "you should be tuned
in to what's going on within you,"remindsc h U d e [ s :
Childers and Kannenburg's goal is to set up different
problem-solving groups, such as an asertheness tnuning
group. This type of rap session is especially difficult because "people are not assertive enough to sign up, says ur.

"transitional period for the
church . . . A lot of change was
going on. I was at a seminary
which was trying to meet that
change."
IBs reason for becoming a
priest seems forthright. "That is
the way it was. If you wanted to
help people, you became a sister
or a priest."

Two Heads Are
Better Than One

REGISTERED EDITION

COMMEMORATIVE WATCHES

ON SALE NOW
AT THE

. •
CHi

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

hte

Soe[f you have a hang-up and you think you're going to
crack up, crack down. Check into Chllders' and Kannenburg's programs. If you want to rap about social 'nils' 1 ",
social disease, or soda! rip-offs, set up a visit at ^ c r o f t
Counseling Center. The center is open from 8:30 to 5.00
p.m. on Mondays through Fridays, but the hours are
flexible. The number Is 323-2233.
You're only a phone call away to a brighter day, and II
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Results
Choice Golf Tournament

Belmont Abbey

Downs Eagles, 4-1
• •«

BY BONNIE JERDAN
Risher Brabham, campus minIster, teamed up with Ed
Guettler of the math department, Roger Weikle of business administration, and Bob
Mayer to win first place in the
second annual Dinkins Captain s
Choice Golf Tournament with a
score of 60, according to Tom
Webb, Dinldns Director.
Ten teams participated in the
tournament held Sept. 9 at Wlnthrop's Country Club.

Winthrop continued to play
strong defense throughout the
rest of the game but mental
errors proved to be the downfall
as two goals were scored within
two minutes of each other. Bel-

mont Abbey added another goal
at the 84-minute mark to make
the final score 4-1.
Melchor Palamo led Belmont
Abbey with two goals as
Belmont outshot the Eagles
34-15.
Coach Jim Casada «as
optimistic after the game saying,
"We played much better than
against The Collef of Charleston," and added, "We are getting better although the score
doesn't indicate this." Casada
also said, "It is a qui vet that we
play two of our toughest three
matches at the first of the season." The Eagles play tomorrow
against Davidson at the soccer
Geld at 4:00 p.m.

.1 _» to the
tho pin
nin nn
D3 three
closest
on par
holes receired prizes. Fred Windell, student, Sam -Thompson,
student, Fred Hassenplug of the
math department, and Roger
Neely, student, had the d06est
balls on holes iwo, nine, eleven,
and eighteen, respectively.
Webb said that the areas of
faculty, staff, and students were
all well represented In the tournament. Another tournament Is
scheduled for spring, according
to Webb.

Eagles Drop Opener
To Buccaneers

Winthrop Eagles « d Belmont Abbey pkyen battle for
control (Pboto by A.P. Smith)
Highly regarded Belmont
Abbey proved their power as
they downed the Eagles 4-1 in a
rough soccer game at the college
farm Sept. 12.
The first half of the game
was very defensive with Belmont
Abbey not scoring until the 40
minute mark of the first half.
The score remained 1-0 until
Tim Peay capped a strong early
second half comeback sconngat
the fifty-one minute mark.

. . with
..L Two teams tied
a score
of 61. Second place went to the
team of Ed Rhodes, a student,
Pete Pepinsky, Director of Public Affairs, Eric Harper and Sam
Thompson, both students, because their team had the lower
score on the tint hole. Claiming third place were Try Qulmintr, student, Evans Brown,
Director of Intramurals, Ron
Laffltte of psychology department, Terry Alexander, student,
and Ronnie Myers, student.
Individual golfers coming

throp having one goal and one still needs to learn more about
assist each. The Buccaneers out- each other and that experience
shot the soccer Eagles 27-15 will help the young players.
Winthtop's Men Soccer Team
Casada predicted that by midthe match.
dropped a tough 5-2 match to forCasada
expressed optimism season the Eagles could be wry
the College of Charleston Sept. after the match saying he was strong.
9 in Charleston. Coach Jim Ca- pleased with the hustle and
The Eagles are up next
sada explained that the score did hard work of the team. Coach against Davidson on Sept. 19 at
not indicate the closeness of the Casada explained that the team the soccer field at 4:00.
game. The College of Charleston had two goals, one a penalty shot. Another goal on a
Basketball coach Linda Warren announced that anyone
"fluke" shot proved to be the
interested in women's Intercollegiate t * sketb *}j s h o u l d
downfall for the Eagles.
meet In Peabody Lounge Tuesday. Sept. i9 at 4:30 p.m.
Tim Peay and Frankle Gnffin paced the scoring for WinBY BILL FLOYD

Volleyball and Field
Hockey Season Opens
BY KELLY GORDON

JUST STEPS FROM CAMPUS
Across from Coca. Cola
Buy one sandwich
get the second for half price
(with valid Winthrop ID.)
(offer ends Sat., September 23)
PHONE: 328-2666
HOURS: 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

Women's intercollegiate athletics open their season this
month in volleyball and field
hockey, according to Mary Roland Griffin, associate athletic
director in charge of women s
athletics.
Flel' hockey starts on Sept.
21 at Clemson. Coach Maeberta Bobb said. "We have
wry stiff competition this year,
an-- it will be a demanding season."
Winthrop lost five seniors
according to Bobb, and they will
be doing a lot of rebuilding this
year. Griffin said that although
there are no field hockey
scholarships, the Eagle Club
gave partial payment for the
p'ayers to attend camp.

this year's team. Bobb said that
Horton was named Deep South
center halfback her last two
years In high school.
"Field hockey is similar to
soccer," said Bobb. "It is a
low scoring game, but an exciting one to watch."

All-State goelie last year and
this year's team captain Karen
Iseman is one returning player
who Bobb sees as being a big
help defensively. Vicki Hawkins
was also an All-State player,
but will be playing a afferent
position this year. Lynn Walker
is the only returning starter
from the forward line. Other
returning players include Chris
Sherman, Shirley Dunford, and
Pat Graham.

Volleyball season opens on
the 26th at Clemson. Coach
linda Warren said that the
season looks "terrific." Hie
team lost only one senior, said
Warren, and others have beer,
replaced with potentially strong
players. According to Griffin,
the Eagle Club will supply the
first volleyball scholarships this
year.
Warren said she has eight returning players: last year's most
valuable player Beth Amick. and
three SCAIA All-Stars, Joby
Williams, Judy Klrkpatrick, and
A dell Harris.

According to Warren, the
team might be a little short on
depth at the beginning of the
season, but should improve with
experience. "I'm excited about
the season," said Warren. "With
my starting six this is probably
the strongest team I've had in
my four yeare of coaching. If
we can develop mental toughLisa Ward and Ann Horton ness as well as physical^toughare the only two freshmen on ness, we'll go a long way."
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NEWS BRIEFS
Food Fix
Tin Frictay Night Food Fix
sponsored by the Wlnthrop Col>gi Coopcratlm Ministries for
aparCnent dwellers In Bnaatte
and Roddty apartments wBl U
held on S»pt 28 from 6:00 to
7:15 at the Wejley Foundation.
WCCM will provide the meat,
bread, and drink* and those itudents attending axe asked to
bring a vegetable, salad or dessert enough for four or more
people. Serving will be from
6:00 to 6:30, according to
Randy MeSpaden, director of
WCCM.

Forever
Generation

Outing Club Plans Trip

Zoo Trip
Planned For Saturday

The Wlnthrop Octal Club, tain Is jetoctaM for <
one cf the most »ctlv» dubs on Oota g t » j b

Dtnkina Trawl Committee will sponsor a trip to the
Rlverbanks Zoo In Columbia this Saturday at $2 per Wlnthrop student
The bus will leave from Dinkins Student Center at 9 a.m.
Reservations can be made at main desk of Dinkins.
Students -nay decide among themselves as to the return
time, said Sam Thompson, Chairman of the Travel Committee. He added, however, that students will return no
later than 3 p.m. and will stop for hinch on the way back.
Thompson encourafes students to attend the trip because, according to him, the loo 's one of the best in the
Carolina!. He particularly urges foreign students to participate to get a Bret-hand look at an American zoo.

SGA Notes

The Forever Generation will
imeet
o « . Monday, -Sept.
r - - 18
- - at
- 7:30
•
p.,* Abbott, Senate Press
p.m. in the I*«
Lee Wicker parlor.
^
^
^ fir,t
All interested students and facul- S e n a t r j n e e t i n g will be Sept.
ty are cordially invited to at- 20~at 7:OO pTm. ..
New .legMatend, according to Jane Upton, Hon will be discussed at the
secretary.
mpptine Two things to be hieluded arc the distribution of
Z t t S tickets tor home
rames
new dub charters.
games »nd
and now
charters,
SK^II oirt "Fvervone is Invited and encouraged to come.
A Board of Visitors will be preSister Pat Blaney will lead an sent"
alternative liturgy tor Wesley,
Newman and Westminster camConcerning
additional
pus ministries, Tuesday. Sept.
19 at 6:00 p.m. at the Wesley business Abbott said that the
Foundation,
ine ««orauo„
Foundation. The
celebration -u.
will textbook exchange ~nduct*d in
begin after a meal. Part of the cooperation with D e l u ^ t a
evening wffl focus on new un- Sorority was
derstandines of worship as cele- doubling the prece^ng
bration, according to Rev. David profit Classes Nightwill be^on
ValBena. Students having ques- Oct. 5 and co-ordinator B btiem

Alternative
LUurgy

being prepared to provide "dearer guidelines. Sept. 20 is the
last day for activity fumfe to be
submitted to the S t ^ n t A l l o c ^
tans Committee. A booklet tas
been provided, HOW TV
QUALIFY FOR STUDENT ACTIVTTY FUNDS, tor any orgamzatans that are interested.
rations
Booklets and requisition forms
may be obtained from the SGA
office on second lloor Dinkins.
For more Information contact
Barbara Hedges, Chairperson for
the
Student
Allocations
Commission.

dlmblng, camping, and onoaing for the "78-*79 year, accordtag to Jo Ann Banning, pred
dent
Everyone is Invited to attend
Outing Club meeting! held every
Wednesday night at 6 pjn. In
105 Sims.
The first trip planned Is a
hiking excursion to* UnvlUe
Gore* this weekend, Sept. 2224. A trip to Grandfather Moun-

ZPB Holds Rush

£ r -1

™c«rding to Adams, the

Ballet Offered

^

S75. The registration deadline
Classical ballet dasses will be
Sept. 15.
offered at Wlnthrop College this is Friday,
Kristine Rippy of Catawba,
fan.
an experienced dance and ballet
Classes will concentrate on teacher, will be the instructor.
the basics of dassical ballet
For further information, conand are geared toward the be- tact Joyner Center tor Continuing Education, Winthrop
** The classes will be 8 to 9:30 College, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733;
p.m. Mondays and Thursdays,
Sept. 18 to Nov. 30, in Pea- telephone (803) 323-2196.
body dance studio. The fee is

Veterans Affairs
Location Changed

«««

Installed sorority sisters.

Language Lab Open To All
^

for listening or ask to duplicate.
A blank cassette H necessary
for duplication.
Hours for the language lab-

a-_.
Q-AO.1
oratory
are: 8:00-11:00
a.m.
and 2:00-3:00 p.m. Mon., Wed.
and Fri. 8:00-12:00 a.m. and
1 ^09-p:00 p.m. Tu. and Th.

"! i

Intervarsity
Wants You

English Club Revitalized

~

The dub haatentativelyplanned for spring semester trips to
Stone Mountain, Bull's Island,
Hanging Rock, and the beach.
If enough interest Is generated,
the Outing C5ub will undertake
in excursion to the Grand Canyon.

a t e Phi Bete Sorority will ones chosen tor the sorority
must go through three stages
hold a Rush Partytorecruit
new members on Sunday, Sept. of learning before they are offi17 from 8:00-10:00 In their cially Installed. Tbey must flnt
sorority room, 101 Margaret go through the Archooian Stage.
During this dree, the new memNance.
Janet Adams, president of t e n learn basic information,
such
as the Greek Alphabet
Zeta Phi Bete, said that all Interested women sie invited to and sorority creed. Next, they
go
through
a Pledge ftriod
attend the party. Each will fill
out an interest application so when they leam information
about
the
sorority
on the nathat the current members can
phase of
more
Cheryl otional
|leam
o nlevel.
u i The final •»
etm m
0 re about them. Cheiyl
Samuel, vice-president of the installation if Hope
'
sorority
~ r o t U y . is in charge
dmge of the Rush week fc
is the
th. initiation
taltatan parted
period
^ t y and will «ptaln the re- and pledges ^ t - o l w d in .

Winthrop's language laboratory and lis spedal library of
recording in Withers are available to all students, according
to Mr. Spencer C. Deyton,
assistant professor of modem
5
languages.
The library contains stones,
poetry and music as well as
textbook lessons in French,
German and Spanish.
Dr. Gordon N. Ross,associate
' n t i r e s U m tWs
'The
laboratory isis equipped
equipped
T h e laboratory
profesior of English has been area
_ U s h auh
^
a new telex system which
named sponsor of the BigUsh
W n t o o l theuiju ^ ««„ f l d u u u s M | h 4 p « d duplicaClub in.an effort re^teUa Indude poetry v ^ o u s other Uon of recordings. Students can
the club this year, said Dr. Earl
and trips to either sit in one of the booths
X e n Engfi«h C,ub 1, not tor of this area.
English ma,'ore and minors only.

Nov-^- 5 " f k K U f c t ! J * ^ d
planned tor faH break ana
Thanksgiving.

inter-Vanity Christian Fel- Dinkins Student Center room
230, Tuesday,iai
Tuesdays at 4:00 p.m.
^
„ ^-denominational 230.
g J J * Organization, is alive >» M a ^ t W o e Dormitory
year, according room 322. ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 2 7 9
d ,cli„
Hobeika, President of p.m. In Phelps Dorm room 279
inter-Varsity. According to and' both 4.00 p.m. and 8:00
Hi beika Inter-Varsity isteinter- p.m.
d on Thursdays with t .
ested in helping people under- early meeUng scheduled tor
stand that God desires a per- garet Nance dorm rnd the latter
sonalrelationshipwith them.
in Phelps dorm room 158.
tater-Varslty meets in small
A large group mee ing ls
croups at different times during held each S u n ^ n l g '
A Winthrop graduate and a Se V«r. The small meetings Wns Center room M0- The«
faculty member were elected as
officers at the regional Ameri- consist of four to five friends - « « ^ d u d e
can Chemical Sodety meeting.
prayer. « d feUowship. Nexi Sunday^ meeting
Dr. Joe B. Davis, chairman of The meitin® are scheduled for ture a ol«cussior. on the Apostle
the Chemistry Department Mondays at 8:00 p.m. In the Peter.
announced.
Norma Andereon. a 1969
chemistry graduate, was elected secretary.
Dr. Sarah Sailings, chairman
of Food and Nutrition Department, was elected chairmanelect.
, __
Dr. Joe B. Davis and Dr.
Paul O. Sanderfer represented
the Chemistry Department.
Dr. Davis said that the group

Officers

"

^

" ~

Elected

The veterans Affairs Office
Anyone.who thinks thatjie
open to all veterans discharged may
*
p„ul Kidney, at the ChMlotw a u c Ccntcr
rio
within a 10-year time P« ^' ® N - t e x t 2195. Their According to Davis, a thousand
has been moved from t h e ^ l ;
^ 9:0 005:00 Mon- or more people are expected to
nandal Aid office to 101 -nu ^ through Friday. .

/ think they're training us to
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New Psychology Faculty

And Then
There's Parking
BY BILL FLOYD
Each morning nearly 1500
day students an faced with the
problem of where to park their
cars. Chief Williams of the
Security Department offered
helpful hints for us. "All registered vehicles coming to campus
after 8:30 a-m. are requested to
go directly to the area behind
Dinkins across from College Ave.
There is an available block of
parking area there," he said.
Chief Williams said that we
have 3,535 cars registered in the
Wlnthrop community this year.
The Security Department explained that the students' attitude has been greatly appreciated in these first three hec-

tic weeka of moving in and getting settled In the college community.
Security will continue to enforce the illegal parking by towing vehicles at owner's expense.
Towed cars will be impounded
at the Security Office and nonregistered cars will be towed to
the wrecker service olfice.
Everyone should remember
to be patient when looking for
a parking place and park in the
correct area. Ticketed drivers
can pay fines at the Security
Office directly across from Peabody Gymnasium. Security is
here for your protection, and
they will do their best for the
Winthrop community.

Two new faculty memben.
Dr. Garry White and Dr. Marion
Panyon, have Joined the Psychology staff, according to Dr.
Ron Laffitte, chairman of the
Psychology Department.
White, a specialist in the field
of school psychology, achieved
his undergraduate, master's, and
doctorate degrees from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Mil. He worked as a
psychologist within the Charlotte Mecklenburg school system before coming to Winthrop.
Dr. White said that he is looking
forward to an Interesting and
exdting year at Winthrop.
Panyon, a specialist in the
field of human development and
behavioral analysis, received her
master's degree from Southern
Illinois University and her doctorate degree in developmental
and child psychology from the
University of Kansas. Before

coming to Winthrop, Panyon
worked at the Institute for Behailoral Research in Silver
Springs, Maryland. She also
taught at the Unlve-slty of
North Carolina. Panyon said she
believes this year at Winthrop

SEX?
During the coming week, THE JOHNSONIAN will be
conducting a survey to determine the sexual attitudes and
outlooks of the Winthrop campus. This will be a random
sampling and all answers and Identities will be kept strictly
confidential. Everyone's help is needed to make this an
accurate and honest appraisal.

Festival At UNC-C
A trip to Charlotte to attend
the International Festival at

And Why Did You Come To Winthrop?
BY KATIE LEE
The Winthrop College Admissions Office has completed
the first draft of a market questionnaire to be issued to freshmen in three weeks.
Dale Dow;, Admissions Counselor and Winthrop graduate, is
working with Pete Pepinsky of
the Public Affairs Office in
compiling the questionnaire.

Dove said that the questionnaire
will help make Winthrop more
responsive to what graduating
high school students are looking
for in a college.
Dove and Pepinsky plan to
distribute the questionnaire to
two groups of freshmen-those
who applied to Winthrop and
came and those who applied
and didn't come. The questionnaire sent to the freshmen who

came to Winthrop will ask such
questions as why they came to
Winthrop, where they heard or
read about Winthrop, and what
they were looking for In a college when they chose Winthrop.
Different questions will be
presented to those students who
applied and didn't come to
Winthrop, such as why they
didn't come and what were
they looking for that Winthrop

will be an enriching and rewarding experience for her.
Dr. Laffitte thinks that these
two new faculty memben will
be e great aaaet to the
Psychology Department

didn't hare.
Extensive research and study
has been done in preparing the
questionnaire. Gary Kannenberg
of the Counseling Center has
helped in determining what
questions should be asked. Dove
and Pepinsky are working together in gathering information
from current surveys as well
as from current marketing publications.

UNC-C on Saturday, Sept. 30
is scheduled according to
Thomas A. Shealy, Foreign Student Advisor at Winthrop. The
trip is being coordinated by the
Winthrop International Club.
At the International Festival
there will be many attractive
and interesting activities including ethnic dances and music,
arts and crafts displayed and
sold, ethnic cooking demonstrations with opportunities for
sampling various dishes, and
puppet shows. Many of these
activities are free of charge.
Wear casual dress of whatever nation you choose. For
further information, call Mr.
Shealy at 323-2191.

THE MONEY\
PRESENTS
<•

ifkic

Plum Hollow
Tuesday, Sept. 19
and
Wednesday, Sept. 20
9-10 FREE DRAFT 9-10
HAPPY HOUR: 5:00-7:00
PLUM HOLLOW bas beta touring out west with Pablo Criise, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
ml The Aaazieg Rhythm Aces...
CATCH THEM IffORE THEY LEAVE A6AIN HI 0CT0IER.

110 S. CHERRY ROAD
Rock Hill
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First Female Y.P. Nominee To Speak
Frances T. (Sissy) Farenthold, the flrst woman to be
placed in nomination for the
vice presidency of the United
States, will deliver the key
address at a conference on
"Women as Political Decision
Makes" at Winthrop College
Saturday, Sept. 23.
The conference, co-sponsored
by the South Carolina Committee for the Humanities and
the Political Sdence Department
at Winthrop College, will be
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Joynes Center for Continuing
Education.
Mrs. Farenthold, president of
Wells College in Aurora, N.Y.,
will speak at the luncheon. She
will discuss the newly-organized
Public Leadership Education
Network which is funded by a
two-year grant of $250,000
from the Carnegie Corp. The
Francis T. Farenthold, first wo- program is aimed specifically at
man nominated for U.S. Vice- improving the opportunity for
president.
more women to enter politics.

Mrs. Farenthold, 51, served
two terms as the only woman
In the Texas House of Representatives (1968-1972). She ran
for governor In 1972, finishing
second In arix-candldaterace
for the Democratic nomination.
She won 400 delegate votes at
the 1972 Democratic National
Convention as a candidate for
vice president.
The morning session of the
conference will be devoted to
cflscussion by three humanities
scholars on various aspects in the
development of women's roles
In politics. Annette Smith, assistant professor of history at the
University of Virginia, will speak
about the lives and works of
prominent historical figures.
Marlene Milstead, a lecturer in
sociology at Winthrop, will discuss the effects of sociological
finding and statistical data on
the changing roles of contemporary women. Arnold Shankman, associate professor of history at Winthrop, will present a

American Filmmaker
Coming To Winthrop
A few years ago. Ken Van
Stickle turned one block of
New York City into a quaint
tum-of-the-century
neighborhood.
On Tuesday, Sept. 19, he's
coming to Winthrop College to
show why he did It.
Van Stickle, director of
photography, created the transformation with writer-director
Joan Mcklin Silver for the film
"Hester Street" The two covered street lights and store fronts,
uprooted parking meters and installed their carefully crafted
version of an old Jewish community.
"Hester Street," a dramatic
film about Jewish immigrants
dealing with the universal problems of changing human relationships in a changing world,
will open the fall season of the
Independent American Film
Makers: Southern Circuit. Van
Stickle will present the film at
8 p-m. In Joynes Center. Admission is free to the public.
Though "Hester Street" has a
"period" look with Its sets and
costumes, the film's plit night
just as well be contemporary.

In the midst of environmental
change, a man thinks he has
outgrown his wife. Hie wife
puts up with being put djwn
just long enough, then takes
charge of her life and begins
defining her own goals.
like a modem-day (airy tale,
everyone gets what he or she
wants and deserves in the end.
The film* wide appeal has
been demonstrated In Its acceptance at film festivals in Cannes,
Frances, and Dallas, Texas. TTie
film has also played In commercial theatres all over the
nation and in Europe.
As director of photography
for "Hester Street," Van
Stickle's responsibilities included
planning and often executing
camera movements, lighting sets
and directing others who work
with camera equipment. Van
Stickle and Silver chose black
and -.vhite as the best medium to
convey the film* nostalgic tone.
Camera movements arc small
and subtle, with great detail
given to composition and
images.
Van Stickle was previously
cinematographer for the Aca-

The Student Affairs Office is
sponsoring a Winthrop Student
Staff Leadership Retreat in
Mountain Rest, S.C. the weekend of- Sep. 22, announced Dr.
Mary T. Littiejohn, Vice-President for Student Affairs.
Dr. Gary Kannenberg, sti'f
counselor of the Counseling
Center, and Dean of Students
Richard Cummingi are coordinating the retreat along with
Littiejohn. According to littiejohn, the retreat Is primarily
intended to develop leader-

ship and communication skills
among the participants.
Kannenberg said that students are selected to attend the
retreat by referral from professors, deans, and othsr Winthrop officials based on leadership potential or current leadership authority. Between 20-25
students will attend this year's
retreat.
A communication workshop
was held last year at President
Charles B. Vail's house. Littiejohn said that the workshop
went over well, and they wanted

-Kiren Henderson of Columbi , assistant South Carolina
Attorney General.
-Jean Meyers of Myrtle
Beach, a member of the South

to "repeat Regain this year but • °f

Carolina House of Representatives.
-Elizabeth Patterson of Spartanburg, former member of the
Spartanburg County Commission.
-Betty Jo Rhea of Rock
KU, first woman to be elected
to the Rock IfiU City Council
and a recc.it appointee to the
National Committee on Parks
and Recreation.
-Catherine Smith, mayor of
Clemson.
-Colleen Yates of Sumter,
former mayor pre tem of Sumter and unsuccessful candidate
for Congress in the 1978 Democratic primary.
During the afternoon session,
participants will be divided into
small group* for further discussion and evaluation.
Mary Jeanne Byrd, lecturer
in Wmthrop,s Political Science
Department, is coordinating the
conference. She said the session
is limed primarily at women in
the Piedmont Carolinas, but men
are also welcome.

Transfer Students
Required To Take Test

Transfer students are now
required to pass a proficiency
test in writing during (heir first
semester at Winthrop, according
to Dr. Michael Smith, director
of the Writing Center.
"Students cannot transfer
credit for Writing 102 any longer," Smith said. "They must
either take the proficiency test
and pass it the first semester or
complete Writing 102 at WinIndependent American Film throp."
Makers: Southern Circuit, a traThe Undergraduate Writing
veling program of films and film Composition Proficiency Exammakers, is co-sponsored by Win- ination b a timed essay In
throp College, the Greenville which the student is graded on
County Museum of Art, the grammar, punctuation, spelling
Columbia Museum of Art, the
College of Charleston and Communication Center ofCharleston,
the High Museum of
Art and Image in Atlanta, and
the New South Film Center, a
facility of the Mississippi MuThe National Teacher Exseum of Art in Jackson, Miss.
Grant assistance is provided aminations (NTE) will be given
on
three different dates during
by the National Endowment for
the Arts, the South Carolina 1978-79 at nearly 400 locations
throughout
the United States,
Arts Commission, the City of
Atlanta Bureau of Cultural and Including Winthrop College.
Administered by the EducaInternational Affairs, the Southern Arts Federataion, Inc., and tional Testing Service, a nonprofit
organization, the NTE
the Mississippi Arts Commission.
tests are for students completing teacher preparation programs and advanced degree candidates in specific fields.
Hie test dates are Nov. 11,
1978; Feb. 17, 1979; and July
in a different atmosphere. 21,1979.
Results of the NTE are conAthletic Director Nield Gordon
offered the use of his summer sidered by many large school
camp in Mountain Rest for the districts as one of several facretreat. Along with leadership tors In the selection of new
sessions, the students will enjoy teachers. The results are used
by several states for awarding
recreational activities.
credentials to teachers or licensOther staff members attend- ing of advanced candidates.
ing the retreat arc Dr. William Some colleges require all seniors
Childers, director of the preparing to teach to take the
Counseling Center, Mr. Tom examinations. Winthrop does
Webb, director of Dinkins Stu- not require the NTE as a graddent Center, Mr. Evans Brown, uation requirement, but does inintramural director, and Ms. form its students that the NTE
Cynthia Cassens, Associate Dean is necessary for state certifica-

demy award-winning documentary "Marjoe." Since shooting
"Hester Street" with Silver,
the two have collaborated on
another feature film, "Between
the Lines," and a PBS special,
"Bemicc Bobs Her Hair."
Van Stickle will discuss the
film and answer questions following the screening.

Leadership Retreat
KELLY GORDON

detailed case study of South
Carolina women's struggle to
serve on juries.
Following these
presentations, there will be a discussion by several prominent South
Carolina women who've held
elective or appointive positions
that Influence policy. They will
discuss the role of women in
the political process. Hie panel
consists of:
-Carolyn Frederick of Greenville, former member of the
South Carolina House of Representatives and Republican candidate for the State Senate.
-Juanita Goggins of Rock
Hill, National Democratic Committeewoman and a member of
the South Carolina House of
Representatives. She was theflrst
black woman elected to the
state legislature.

and organization. Smith calls
the test "rigorous, but not
unfair."
Students may take the examination up to three times during
the fall semester. It will be administered by the Writing Center in 318 Klnard on October
14 at 9 a.m., and November
17 at 3 p.m.
"This type of testing reflects
a growing concern about this
writing ability of college studeiits-," Smith said. "A college
has the right to expect the level
of writing necessary to do college work."

Dates Set For National
Teacher Examinations
Registrants may take the
Common Examinations, wtich
measure their professional [separation and general educational background, and/or ir
Area Examination that measures their mastery of the subject they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants should
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment,
their colleges or appropriate educational associations for advice
about which examinations to
take and when to take them.
The NTE "Bulletin of Information" contains a list of test
centers and general information about the examinations, as
well as a registration form.
Copies may be obtained from
the National Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
08541.
Applications and additional
information are also available
from the Counseling Center, 215
Bancroft Building, Winthrop
College, Rock Hi]!, S.C. 29733,
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